
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Early Years Foundation Class and outside area 

Parent and Carers’ Consultation Evening 

Thank you for booking your appointments so promptly.  The system for booking worked well and 

Mrs Riches enjoyed sharing the many successes of your children with you during the evening this 

week.  I hope that you found this phone call informative.  Thank you also for completing the 

questionnaire.  Both Mrs Riches and I have found your responses useful and we hope any 

questions were answered during your telephone conversation.  A set of individual targets will 

come home after half term.  These targets are to work on at home and we will be working on 

them with your child at school.  

General queries from the questionnaire 

At pre-school, the ratio of adults to children is higher and your child would have had a key 

worker to complete a record of all the things they did each day.  This is not possible at school. 

We make sure that your child eats enough food at lunch and do lots of encouragement where 

necessary.  If we are concerned at the amount of food children have eaten, then we will come 

and talk to you.  There are settings who use platforms such as Tapestry – a system of recording 

observations of children.  We have our own system called Evidence Me but, as explained in 

previous newsletters, we are an Early Adopter School for the new Early Years Framework.  The 

reasoning behind the changes to the Framework are numerous.  One major change is to 

minimise the amount of time a teacher is recording observations, allowing much more time to 

talk to individual children, work closely with them and move their learning on at the time; having 

a much bigger impact.  It is lovely to see photographs of what your child has been doing at 

school and we do try to update our Facebook pages regularly.  Mrs Riches will also be working 

on developing the class blog on the website after half term.  Thank you for all your very positive 

comments about your children enjoying reading and developing their understanding of 

phonics and sounds. Your work at home is having huge benefits at school. 

Homework Challenges will be set on ‘Seesaw’ after half 

term.  Anything that has appeared on ‘Seesaw’ to date 

is to get you used to using this platform.  Mrs Riches will 

post various practical challenges, which will be set each 

Friday.  As always, if there are any issues please do let us know.  
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We are thrilled to have had the 

chance to visit the new build and 

see the size of the classrooms and 

other learning spaces.  Work is still 

on schedule for us to move into 

the build at some stage during 

February 2021. For photographs 

and an aerial view of the new 

build, visit 

https://www.facebook.com/crom

wellcommunitycollege Facebook 

page 

https://www.facebook.com/cromwellcommunitycollege
https://www.facebook.com/cromwellcommunitycollege


 

Walk to School Week 

Thank you for taking part in Walk to School Week last week.  The children 

talked positively about their journeys to school and had a good 

understanding of parking further away and getting some exercise first thing 

in the morning.  We talked about how to cross at a zebra crossing and looked 

at a range of photographs with busy roads, discussing where and how we would 

cross safely.  All children brought home a pin badge (in their book bags) at the end the week. 

Poppy Appeal – During the week after half term, poppies will be available outside each day for 

a donation.  There are 30 reflective poppies available for a donation, suitable for reception 

children.   Please only take one of these; there will be the opportunity to donate for more if there 

are any left at the end of the week.  Thank you for your kindness and consideration.  For more 

information about their year’s Poppy Appeal:  

https://www.britishlegion.org.uk/get-involved/poppy-

appeal?gclid=CjwKCAjwz6_8BRBkEiwA3p02VR-Q99Fr3IYj9f15OufVCT3-

UTbGvlQ_wYSLpz8KWVLfRxCm2rXrWhoC9jMQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds  

A day in the life of a Reception child 

I come into school at 8.40 and organise my book bag, other belongings and wash my hands.  

Mrs Riches asks us to wet our hands, put soap on and then join the back of the line while we rub 

the soap in for a long time.   I wash the bubbles off when I get to the front of the line and dry my 

hands before I find a book from the library and sit on the carpet for the register.  Sometimes I 

forget to find my name, so I go to find it and put it on the velcro so we can check everybody is 

here. This helps me recognise my name as well as numbers. 

Mrs Riches says good morning to everybody to check we are all at school, then we count how 

many children we have. We have 27, if everybody is at school.  Sometimes people are away, 

so we have work out how many and write this number on the board on the wall.  This is the 

‘Helping Hands’ job.  Two helping hands people each day do this job along with other important 

tasks to help Mrs Riches in the class.  I like being a Helping Hand because I feel special. 

After this, we look at the calendar and I enjoy talking about the days of the week, the date, the 

seasons and the type of weather we have.  It is not even 9am by the time we have done all of 

this! 

Mrs Riches might then explain something to us.  She might model how to do something and we 

might all need to do something on the carpet, like build towers from cubes so we can 

understand numbers.  We might be practising some letters on whiteboards.  Mrs Riches then 

sends us off to be ‘busy’.  Mrs Riches and other staff might work with me in a group to do some 

writing, number games or reading.  There are many things set up in the room for us to practise 

writing so we develop our fine motor skills, such as threading straws through tubes or using 

tweezers to sort things and using the pegboards.  We create role-play games in the café and 

we have enjoyed creating models from tubes and boxes.  We might change our reading books 

if it is a Monday or Thursday.  I might have played in the construction area, building towers and 

making roads for the cars.  I might have been outside in the mud kitchen or used the large 

blocks with my friends to create a pirate ship or castle.  I might have done some writing outside 

too!  I might have been playing a game with Mrs Riches to get better at numbers.  I might have 

been painting and drawing inside, or tracing over letters, cutting shapes, using playdough to 

create a pizza, filling sand in lots of different bottles, finding out about magnets and looking at 

the interesting objects that Mrs Riches brings in each week like stones, pebbles, leaves, acorns 

and conkers.  This is a very busy time of the day!  At some point during this morning session, I will 

go to the snack and drink table.  There is also milk and a choice of fruit and vegetables such as 

pears, apples, oranges, bananas and carrots. 
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We continue with our busy learning until 11.30am when we pack away and then Mrs Riches 

gathers us on our carpet to do Phonics.  Mrs Riches always has a costume on and she has a bag 

with interesting things beginning with the sound in.  We sing a song as she passes round the bag.  

We listen to the Story Time Phonics Fairy reading a story.  After this, sometimes Mrs Macdonald 

might come in to lead assembly and teach us some new songs or dances until lunchtime.  

We get quite excited to see the lunch staff bring the lunch trolley over.  We line up and get our 

cutlery.  The cook knows what we have selected and helps us try new things too.  We sit on the 

round tables and eat our main course first then our fruit or cake pudding.  We have water in big 

jugs and blue beakers to use.   When we have finished, we have a grown-up check that we are 

not going to be hungry in the afternoon and then take our tray to scrape off anything that is 

left, put our cutlery in the washbasin and wash our hands and face if needed, before getting 

our coat and heading outside to play. 

At lunchtime play, we might have the playtime equipment out (balls, catchers, hoops), or we 

might have some chalk to build roads to play with the vehicles; or we might also get a chance 

to go on the 4G pitch.  This has small pieces of rubber, so you may see them in my shoes when 

I come home from school. 

At 1.10pm, Mrs Macdonald blows the whistle and we line up in front of a coloured hoop ready 

to go in to class at 1.15pm.  When we go in, the first thing we do is wash our hands and sit on 

the carpet ready for the register.  During the afternoon we might get ready for PE, we might be 

learning about autumn, we might even have a celebration assembly, as each day is different.  

I like celebration assembly because we get to think about all the good things we have done in 

the week and find out if we have any more Blue Smiley certificates. 

At the end of the day, the teaching assistants have put all our book bags on a table with our 

name cards, so we wash our hands, get our coats on, find our bags and line up ready for home 

time.  Sometimes I have done so many things at school that I cannot remember what I have 

done and I am tired!  

Some important classroom messages from Mrs Riches -  

 Please do not put water bottles in your child’s book bags.  Your child can bring these in 

separately.  We have had quite a few leaks and our new books are getting wet.  Thank 

you for your help and support with this. 

 On a Friday, children need to bring their school shoes so they can change out of their 

wellies after Forest School.  All children have wellies at school, so can change into these 

when we go outside for Forest School. 

 Unfortunately, we have had some broken things in class.  There is an inevitability to some 

of this, but a few things have happened deliberately.  We are working on respecting 

things in our classroom and environment. 

 ‘Tidy up time’ is an important part of the school day giving children responsibility for their 

learning environment.  A growing number of children are getting used to this and enjoy 

the sharing aspect of tidying some areas together with friends.  Some children struggle 

and avoid this.  Over half term, please try to encourage your children to tidy their toys 

away and be responsible for the things they get out.  This will hugely support their 

development in school. 

PLEASE CAN CHILDREN BRING IN A CARBOARD TUBE EACH AFTER HALF TERM?  

THESE WILL BE MADE INTO FIRWORK ROCKETS!  Thank you 

 

 

 

 



 

LET’S GET TALKING 

Words are powerful things.  They are the keys we use to unlock meaning, 

allowing us to understand new information and ideas.  They are the tools 

we use to construct and share our own thoughts, giving us a voice.  A 

broad, rich vocabulary – the words we recognise and know how to use 

– allows a child to understand and enjoy the things they read, to learn about the world around 

them and to express themselves and their thoughts so that people will listen.  Research suggests 

that a strong vocabulary in childhood is linked to future success and happiness, both at school 

and in later life.  A rich vocabulary allows children to understand the books they read and the 

ideas the teacher shares at school, meaning they can take an active part in lessons and make 

good progress. 

 

If we want our children to grow their vocabularies, here are four things to think about when 

supporting them: 

 

1. A little more conversation 

Talking to your child is great.  Talking with your child might just be even better.  Genuine two-

way conversation (dialogic talk, as it’s known) is related to children’s later language 

development, especially when children are very young.  So asking a child a question or asking 

what they think about something, listening to their reply and then responding is one of the 

simplest ways of building their vocabulary and language skills.  It might be about something 

educational – a book you’re reading or a game you’re playing – but it could just as easily be 

about which loaf of bread to buy at the shop.  The back-and-forth of genuine conversation 

helps children to learn the words and patterns that make up language. 

 

2. Reading together 

While talk is the foundation of a child’s growing vocabulary, books provide another crucial 

source of language learning.  The language of books, even books aimed at the very youngest 

children, is different to spoken language, so reading widely and being read to is a wonderful 

source of new words and new patterns of language.  Children will also come across the same 

words in different contexts, helping them to form a better idea of their meaning.  Storytime can 

be very special and the longer we can keep it going with primary-aged children the better.  

Depending on your child’s age and where they are on the journey to learning to read, some 

time to read to them and some time to listen to them read is likely to be useful.  Also, carving 

out some time to talk about books will help to unpick any misunderstandings and will help them 

to use the language and words of the text. 

 

3. Recasting language 

A popular approach used in primary schools to help children learn new words or phrases is to 

recast children’s comments back to them, using a slightly different pattern of language.  This 

might be to help them learn a quirk of grammar: 

Child: The rabbit goed away! 

Teacher: That’s right, the rabbit went away. He went into his hole. 

Or to introduce them to a new word: 

Child: She’s so tired. 

Teacher: Yes! She looks exhausted, doesn’t she? 

This is a nice, easy way of modelling words for children without correcting them or turning 

language learning into a big thing. 

 

4. Keeping it fun 

The last thing we want as parents/carers is to be constantly correcting our children or giving 

them great big lists of words to learn.  Learning to use language should be a joyful experience 

and, for most children, playing with words and language is a source of great fun.  It is no 

coincidence that many jokes rely on a pun: Did you hear the joke about the wrapping paper? 

It was tearable.  Playing with language, whether through jokes (even ones like that), keeping 

 

 



 

 

an eye out for unusual words, or playing word games is a fun, simple way of encouraging an 

interest in language that will serve your child well for their whole life.  Most children’s vocabulary 

will grow naturally as they get older, soaking up new words and phrases from conversations with 

you, their friends and their teachers, and from the books, programmes, games and websites 

they enjoy.  As with everything, this happens at a different rate from person to person and 

situation to situation.  If you have any concerns about your child’s language development, 

please do talk to us at school. 

 

If you are interested in the importance of vocabulary development in education, you can find 

out more by reading a report: Why Closing the Word Gap Matters, and on the Oxford Owl Blog:  

Why the word gap matters and what you can do at home to close it 

 

COMPETITIONS 

Tesco is running a competition for children to design a new Hallowe’en costume that will be in 

stores in 2021.  See https://digitalcontent.api.tesco.com/v2/media/homepage/fcf375e3-958d-

4610-83ae-9249d7ac07b0/FnF+Hallloween+comp.pdf?q=70 for more details. 

What’s On over Half Term? 

https://www.primarytimes.co.uk/cambridgeshire/listings/  

There are many events all next week to encourage your child to love and engage with books 

and stories. Check out https://www.booktrust.org.uk/what-we-do/programmes-and-

campaigns/time-to-

read/?_cldee=c3VlLmJhdGNoZWxvckBjYW1icmlkZ2VzaGlyZS5nb3YudWs%3D&esid=02ca0e19-

51f7-ea11-a815-000d3ab19d09&recipientid=contact-45e3ecf1e13ee71181151458d041f8e8-

d2d0aa31f3a54bd5bb47c588139987c9&utm_campaign=time-to-

read&utm_content=44105&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery  Earlier in the term, 

your child brought home a copy of The Runaway Pea.  

Cambridgeshire Libraries have recorded a special reading 

of the story The video will be available until the end of the 

autumn term and can be accessed here.  
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Reception Challenge: a few pictures that families have sent in 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forest School 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Pumpkin Soup 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recipe for pumpkin and vegetable Soup 

 Pumpkin – as much as you can scoop out (no seeds – keep to 

plant your own pumpkin plants) 

 3 potatoes 

 6 carrots 

 1 onion 

 2 garlic cloves 

 Salt and pepper 

 2 vegetable stock cubes 

 Some coriander leaves and stalks 

 Water - up to the soup maker MAX line 

 Some milk at the end of make it a bit creamy 



 

Dates for your diary… 

New dates or information will appear in red. 

 

Forms and  information Date/deadline 

Half term Week beginning 26 October 

FLU Immunisation for 

EYFS 

 

Toby Rideout visit 

 

5 November - See previous emailed letter.  

 

 

Peripatetic music teacher visiting to talk to the children about 

music lessons.  Information sent to families after this visit. 

Children in Need 

Friday 13 November - The College is holding a “come dressed as 

you please day” with a contribution through ParentPay.  As this is 

a Forest School day, we will hold our “come dressed as you please 

day” on 12 November.    

 

We ask that sensible shoes are worn please. 

Christmas Nativity 
Tuesday 8 December at 2pm – this will definitely be a virtual 

performance so more details to come.  

Christmas Jumper Day Monday 14 December 

End of autumn term 18 December 

 

 

 

 


